The concept of a semigroup satisfying an identity xy=f(x, y) is generalized by considering identities in zz-variables and letting the identity depend on the variables. The property of satisfying a "variable identity" is studied. Semigroups satisfying certain types of identities are characterized in terms of unions and semilattices of groups.
Introduction.
Semigroups satisfying an identity of the form xy=f(x,y) have been studied by Tully [5] and Tamura [4] . In [2] , we generalized Tamura's result. We considered semigroups 5* satisfying: for every a, b e S there exists a positive integer m such that ab = bAxa"x ■ ■ ■ b^a"™ where X¡, /j.¡ are integers greater than one, z'= 1,..., m, and Jj = i f-i = 2. We proved that a semigroup S* satisfies this condition if and only if 5* is an inflation of a semilattice of periodic groups. The purpose of this article is to consider semigroups satisfying the analogous condition for n variables.
Preliminaries.
Throughout S will denote a semigroup and E=E(S) the set of idempotents of S and n will be an integer, «a2. Let Fn denote the free (noncommutative) semigroup generated by the distinct letters x¡,. . ., xn. Denote by Cn the subsemigroup of Fn consisting of all elements x e Fn each of which is the product of all of the xu . .., xn, allowing repeated use. Let Rn denote the semigroup ring of Cn over the integers Z. Thus Rn is the set of functions of finite support from C" to Z. It is well known that Rn can be considered as the set of finite formal sums of elements in Cn and coefficients in Z.
Definition. We define a subset^ of Rn by irn={f \fe /?",/=/ -f2, there exists cuc2eCn, cxi^c2 such that/(c) = 0 unless c = c¡,/(c¡)= 1}. Thus "f"n is the set of all fe Rn which are the differences of two different monomials. That is, /ef, if and only if f=xkl ■ ■ -xkr-xtt ■ ■ -x,s#0, where each x¡ (i= 1,.. ., n) appears at least once in xkl ■ ■ ■ xkr and at least once in x(l ■ ■ • x¡s.
If au ..., an e S there exists a homomorphism cp: Cn^ S such that cp(x,) = ai. This homomorphism extends to a homomorphism cp' from Rn into the semigroup ring of S over Z. If /=/ -f2 e "fn and a-,,..., an e S we say that fi(au ..., an) =/a(«i, ■ • • > an) if fe ker cp'. Thus fAau ..., an) =f2iau ..., an) if and only if considering / and f2 as monomials in xu ..., xn when a¡ is substituted for x¡ and multiplication performed in S, we have fx(ax,..., an)=f2(ax,..., a")-We will use without further comment this characterization offx(ax,..., aA=f2(ax,..., an)-If 3C is a subset of "f~n, we say that S is an ^"-semigroup if for every ax,..., ane S there exists/=/ -f2 e 3£ (depending on ax,..., an) such that fiifli,-■ -,an) =f2(ax,. . .,an).
We prove a preliminary result for arbitrary subsets $"£l7i. Proof. If T is an ^-semigroup then each Ta is an ^"-semigroup since subsemigroups of .^-semigroups are ^-semigroups. To prove the converse let ax,..., aneT.
Suppose a¡ e Ta¡ and let a = ax-• ■ an (the product in the semilattice Í2). Then a = ax-■ ■ aneTa. Let e be the identity of 77 Since a¡a = aa¡ = a we have that a¡e and ea¡ are in Ta, for i=l,...,n.
Furthermore eaí = (eai)e = e(aíe) = aie. Now applying the hypothesis to Ta, there exists/=/ -f2 edC such that fx(axe,..., ane) =fÁfi\e, ■ ■ -, cine). Since each x¡ appears at least once in/ and/2 and since a¡a = aai = a, it follows that fx(ax,.. ., an) and f2(ax,..., an) are in Ta Remark. The 2nd inflation corresponds to the usual concept of inflation (cf. Corollary 1.2. Let ¡X'(^irn. Suppose S is an nth inflation ofT, that T is a semilattice of semigroups Ta, and that each Ta is an SC-semigroup with identity. Then S is an ¡X-semigroup. Proof . Let ax,.. .,ane S. Then ax6,..., and e T so by Theorem 1.1 there exists /=/-f2 eSC such that fx(ax9,..., an6)=f2(ax6,..., an8). By the above remark, for 7=1, 2,f(ax,..., an)=fj(ax9, ■ ■ -, an8) since each x¡ appears at least once in/.
Thus fx(ax,.. .,an) = fx(axe,.. ., aj)=f2(ax6,..., an8)=f2(ax,. ..,an). Hence S is an ¿f"-semigroup.
Remark. The proof of Corollary 1.2 can be modified to prove that if S is an ideal extension of T by an ^-semigroup, then S is an ^-semigroup.
Definition. Let n, i, a be positive integers n^2, 1 gz'án. Certain subsets of "¡7, are defined by:
(Í) AeTÍ = {f\f=fx-f2eirn\ fx=xx---xn; x¡ appears at least twice in f2, 7=1,...,«}.
(2) ^Ua = {f\f=fi-f2 ^^n,fi = xx ■ ■ ■ xn, x¡ appears at least a times in/2}.
(3) If &èK, then % = {f\ /=/ -/a e ^/2 starts with x,;/V 1 and ends with xk, k^n}.
(4) S is an JÍ/;"-semigroup if S is an -#¿'a-semigroup for all a^2. Remark. Let X,'WÇi'f"n. Then X^1® implies that: (i) every ^"-semigroup is a "^-semigroup and (ii) ¡Z^l?/. Also subsemigroups and homomorphic images of "-semigroups are ^-semigroups. We will now prove several lemmas which are needed for the main theorems. Let au ..., an e S and suppose x = ak\ ■ ■ ■ af,\. We say that the length of x in the a/s is 2í = i V-x- where each a; appears at least once on the right-hand side and a¡ appears at least a times. Since we can apply the hypothesis repeatedly, we may assume, without loss of generality, that the length of/2 in the a/s is greater than 2«2. There are two possibilities:
(¡) /(«i, • • •> an) = uaih1 ■ ■ ■ hn with u, hj e <al5..., an}, at appearing in at least one hj and the length of hj in the aks greater than or equal to n.
(ii) fziau .. .,an) = h1-■■ hna¡u, H,, u as in (i).
We assume (i), the proof for (ii) being similar. Applying the Jt]:a hypothesis to (uaih1)h2 ■ ■ ■ hn we have iUiafiAK ■ ■ -hn =/3(zzai/z1, h2,. . ., hn) = hkl ■ ■ ■ hksuaih1hks + l ■ ■ ■ hkn
where each gt is a product of the a/s and a¡ appears in at least one g¡. Again applying the Jtba hypothesis we have g1 ■ ■■gi-1aigi+1 ■ ■ ■ gn=fi(g1, ...,a¡,.. .,gn). Now since at appears in some g¡, a, appears at least a+1 times on the right-hand side. Hence a1---an =f2(au ..., an) = uafi^ ■ ■ ■ hn =fi(g1,..., a,,..., gn) and the proof is complete. Lemma 1.4. Suppose that S is a semigroup with zero and that S is an ^ñ,00-semigroup with no nonzero idempotents. Then Sn = {0}. Proof. Let s e S. Letting a1=a2= ■ ■ ■ =an e S, we have from (2) that sn = sk, with k>n. Hence sm e E(S) for some m,nSm^k. Thus5m = 0 and hence sn = sk = 0. Let / be the least positive integer for which Si~1s'Sn~i = {0}. We prove that the assumption /> 1 leads to a contradiction. Let tu.. ,,'fne$. Let a = n+1 and define a, = s'-1tj if 1 £J < i,
Since S is an ^'"-semigroup we have ax ■ • ■ an=f2(ax,.. ., an) with a¡ appearing at least a = n+1 times on the right. It follows that s' appears at least n times on the right. Isolating the ¡th sl we see that f2(ax,..., an) e S'~1slSn~' = {0}. Thus sl'1tx ■ ■ -s''1!^1'1 ■ ■ ■ tnsl~1=f2(ax,..., an) = 0. But the i,'s are arbitrary in S. Hence (il_15')n + 1 = 0. Now apply the ^'"condition with a = 2n + 2to the elements a¡ = tj,j^i and ai=s'~1 where the c, are arbitrary elements of S. We have tx ■ ■ -*,_!**-*/,+! ■ • • tn =f2(tx,..., U-i, s'-\ f,+ i, ..-,/") e Sr*Cf»-*Sr** = {0}.
Since the t¡ are arbitrary, we conclude that 5,í-1Jí_1Sn_i={0}, a contradiction.
Hence 1=1 and S*-1jS,n-*={()}, for every s e S. Thus 5"l = {0}. Corollary 1.5. Let S be a semigroup with zero and no nonzero idempotents. If S is either an ¿Cn-semigroup or an Jil^2-semigroup then 5'n = {0}.
Definition. Let S be a semigroup. I=I(S) = {x \x e S, xl = x for some positive integer/ê2}. E=E(S) = {x \ xeS,x2 = x}. Lemma 1.6. If S is an ^-semigroup or an Ji];2-semigroup then SE u ES^I.
Proof, (i) Let S be an -^-semigroup. We will show that SEçI; the proof that ES^Iis similar. Let ae S, e e E. Then by (1), there exists/2 such that ae = ae-■ -e =f2(ae, e,..., e) = ek(ae)lei = ek(ae)1 where /2:2 and k = 0 or k = l. If k=l, ae = e(ae)! so that eae = ae. Hence ae = e(ae)' = (eae)(ae)''1 = (ae)'. Hence, for either zV = 0 or k=l, we obtain ae = (ae)1, with /^2. Consequently aeel.
(ii) Let S be an ^,2-semigroup. Let ae S, e e E. From (2) and (3) it follows that ae = ae-■ e = es for some seS. Hence ae = eae. Now letting a; = e for j^i and at = ae we have, again applying (2) and (3) , that e ■ ■ ■ e(ae)e ■ ■ ■ e = f2(e,..., ae,..., e) = ek(ae)1 where k = 0 or 1 and /^2. Hence ae = eae = ek(ae)1 = (ekae)(ae)' ~1 = (ae)(ae)1 ~l = (ae')-Thus aeel and so SE^I. Similarly ES^I. Lemma 1.7. Let S be an ^-semigroup or an Jt\;2-semigroup. Then E^I and I is an ideal. In particular, the Rees factor semigroup S/I has no nonzero idempotents.
Proof. Either hypothesis implies that 5* is periodic and hence £#0. Clearly E^I. Let ael, x e S. Then there exists /S2 such that a = a'. Hence a'~1eE. Consequently ax = a'x = al~1(ax)e I, by Lemma 1.6. Proof, (i) Let e e E, ae S. By (2) and (3), there exists f2 such that ea = e ■ ■ ■ ea = se for some s in S. Hence ea = eae. Similarly ae = eae. Thus ea = ae.
(ii) Suppose ab, ba e E. Then ab = (ab)(ab) = a(ba)b = (ba)(ab) = b(ab)a = (ba)(ba) = ba. Study semigroups which are {/}-semigroups for some/eT>7i. Problem 2. Is there a "nice" subset 9C of T^ such that S is an ^"-semigroup if and only if Sn is a band of groups?
